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Figure A3.1. Nightly flight directions of migratory birds in southern Ontario, Canada, in 

autumn 2009 to 2011, during nights of high migration intensity, at 2.5h (t1) and 6h (t2) 



after sunset, as measured using the King City (WKR) and the Exeter (WSO) Canadian 

weather surveillance radars. Each arrow indicates an individual nightly measurement of 

average flight direction at each of four positions relative to the radar (maximum negative 

velocity [approximately N of each radar]), zero velocity to the left of the general 

direction of travel [approximately east of each radar], maximum positive velocity 

[approximately south of each radar], zero velocity to the right of the general direction of 

travel [approximately west of each radar]), at 20, 40, 60 and sometimes 80 km from each 

radar if sufficient birds were detected at that distance and direction. Notice that the 

position of the arrows has been jittered along the range to avoid overlapping arrows. 

West of WSO, we present an additional measurement made at 30 km range (thin red 

arrows) to show flight directions near the shoreline of Lake Huron.   



 

Figure A3.2. Nightly flight directions of migratory birds, in southern Ontario, Canada, in 

spring 2010 and 2011, during nights of high migration intensity, at 2.5h (t1) and 6h (t2) 

after sunset, as measured using the King City (WKR) and the Exeter (WSO) Canadian 

weather surveillance radars. Each arrow indicates an individual nightly measurement of 

average flight direction at each of four positions relative to the radar (maximum negative 

velocity [approximately south of each radar]), zero velocity to the left of the general 

direction of travel [approximately west of each radar], maximum positive velocity 

[approximately north of each radar], zero velocity to the right of the general direction of 

travel [approximately east of each radar]), at 20, 40, 60 and sometimes 80 km from each 

radar if sufficient birds were detected at that distance and direction. Notice that the 

position of the arrows has been jittered along the range to avoid overlapping arrows. 

West of WSO, we present an additional measurement made at 30 km range (thin red 

arrows) to show flight directions near the shoreline of Lake Huron. 


